
GLENN VAN DEN HERREWEGEN CONCEPTUAL DESIGNER

Adress: Overpoort 96, 9500 Geraardsbergen
Birthdate: 01 December 1996
Nationality: Belgian
Call: +32 (0) 494 34 23 43
Email: glennherrewegen@gmail.com

Portfolio: herrewegen.be

SCHOOL

2009 - 2010 I Stella matutina
 Social technical formation 1st year

2010 - 2011 I Middenschool Geraardsbergen
 Metal - Electricity 2nd year
 
2011 - 2016 I KTA Bruges
 Publicity en Illustration (Graduated)

2016 - Present I Luca School of arts, Ghent
 Bachelor:  Visual design, speciality: Advertising

Courses
2018 - 2019 DESIGN THINKING LAB // Aalst circulair (completed) 
2018 - 2019 DIGITAL MASTER ACADEMY // Google (Graduated) 

 

TECHNICAL SKILLS

WHY HIRING ME?

LANGUAGES

Illustrator
Photoshop
Indesign
Premiere
Google slides
Fl Studio

Dutch
Native language

English
Advanced C1 

French
Basics 

Cannes Lions
2019 AKQA Future Lions Finalist

EXPERIENCE

 2013 - 2015

 Publi K 
 Intern graphic designer and sign

Publi K is an allround advertising company mainly active in graphic design
and signage. I’ve worked for brands such as Artes, Bruges, and ECS.

 August 2019 -  September 2019

 Bonka Circus 
 Intern 

A rapidly growing number of people want to lead a more meaningful life. 
Bonka Circus strongly believes in the positive power of this behavioural 
change and we help organisations and businesses to make their higher 
social purpose tangible to a broad public. With Bonka Circus I worked on
clients like University Gent, Actiris, VSV Beloofd, KDG University, Unizo
and Via (Sodexo, monizze and MyEdenRed).

 2017 -  PRESENT

 Studio Kassei 
 Founder 

Studio Kassei is my own company. I work as a freelance conceptual 
designer for various companies like radio stations, smartphone services...
mostly in Belgium and UK. 

 2016 -  PRESENT

 LUCA School of Arts 
 Student - Peer teacher 

I’m involved in some extracurricular projects, such as making after movies 
of LUCA events, peer teaching and engaging students of different campuses
to work together on projects.

“Glenn was an absolute pleasure to work with! He really listened to what we 
wanted, helped us with advice and came up with great ideas. After a short period of 
time he had worked out some of these ideas and it didn't take long for us to decide 
which design we liked best. Shortly said, an amazing guy who delivers nothing but 
amazing work!”
Jeff De Paepe - Board member Scaut. 

"As his teacher I can say he was a pleasure to work with. Glenn has a good sense of 
humor and always shows up with a pack of relevant and insightful ideas. Trust me 
when I say he’s a must have graduate for your agency."
Ivo Mertens - Creative Director De Vloer

"Students distinguish themselves by the progress they make,
and the grit they have to always end on top. Glenn is one of those students. His 
added value is in the ability to convert good ideas into accessible campaigns with
a touch of design. But, his hunger for new skills and information will make sure
that anything you throw at him will be analyzed, turned inside out and
remodeled into a new skill for himself and a great campaign for you.
Oh yeah, he also launches personal projects like Elon Musk on speed. What’s not to 
like?"
Matthijs De Block - Superserieus, Kunigi and Luca School of Arts

I can start naming all the things I think I’m good at 
but that’s not my kind of style. I rather have a nice 
chat about the beers you like, what kind of music 

you’re into and if you like Belgian chocolate.  

Always-on mentality
Entrepreneurial
Go getter
Impossible challenges are not impossible
Problem solver
Dedicated
Teamplayer

AWARDS

STUDIO KASSEI
RECLAMEBUREAU


